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What is a System Call?
! User-level processes (clients) request 

services from the kernel (server) via special 
“protected procedure calls” 

! System calls provide:
! An abstraction layer between processes and 

hardware, allowing the kernel to provide access 
control, arbitration

! A virtualization of the underlying system  
! A well-defined “API” (ASI?) for system services
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Implementing System Calls
! Initiating a system call is known as “trapping into the 

kernel” and is usually effected by a software initiated 
interrupt to the CPU
! Example: Intel (“int 80h”), ARM (“swi”)

! CPU saves current context, changes mode and 
transfers to a well-defined location in the kernel

! System calls are designated by small integers; once 
in the kernel, a dispatch table is used to invoke the 
corresponding kernel function

! A special assembly instruction (Intel “iret”) is used to 
return to user mode from kernel mode
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System Calls vs. Library Calls
! System calls can only be initiated by assembly code 

(special software interrupt instructions)
! Processes normally call library “wrapper routines” 

that hide the details of system call entry/exit
! Library calls are much faster than system calls

! If you can do it in user space, you should
! Library calls (man 3), system calls (man 2)
! Some library functions:

! never call syscalls (strlen), 
! some always call syscalls (mmap), 
! some occasionally call syscalls (printf)
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Designing the Syscall Interface
! Important to keep interface small, stable (for binary 

and backward compatibility)
! Early UNIXes had about 60 system calls, Linux 2.6 

has about 300; Solaris more, Window more still
! Aside: Windows does not publicly document syscalls 

and only documents library wrapper routines (unlike 
UNIX/Linux)

! Syscall numbers cannot be reused (!); deprecated 
syscalls are implemented by a special “not 
implemented” syscall (sys_ni)
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Dual-Mode Architecture
! Modern architectures all support at least two execution modes: 

regular (user) and privileged (kernel)
! Intel supports 4 modes or rings but only rings 0 and 3 are used in 

Linux
! Some virtual machines (Xen) use ring 1

! Some instructions are not allowed in user mode
! Most of these will cause an exception if executed
! Some will fail silently (!) on Intel

! Examples include:
! Setting up page tables
! Almost any kind of device I/O
! Changing the mode bit ☺
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Trapping into the Kernel
! Trapping into the kernel involves executing a special assembly 

instruction that activates the interrupt hardware just like a device 
interrupt would but it is done by software instead so it is known 
as a “software interrupt”

! Intel uses the “int” (interrupt) instruction with the operand 
“80h” (80 hex = 128), indicating the interrupt handler that should 
be executed

! “int 80h” ultimately causes control to transfer to the assembly 
label: system_call in the kernel (found in arch/kernel/i386/entry.S)

! Every process in Linux has the usual user-mode stack as well as 
a small, special kernel stack that is part of the kernel address 
space; trapping involves switching the stack pointer to the kernel 
stack (and back)
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Invoking System Calls

…
xyz()

…

        user-mode 
(restricted privileges)

        kernel-mode 
(unrestricted privileges)

xyz {
…

int 0x80;
…
}

call ret

system_call:
…

sys_xyz();
…

int 0x80

iret

sys_xyz() { … }

call ret

system
call 
service
routine

system
call 
handler

app
making
system
call

wrapper
routine
in std C
library
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The system-call jump-table
! There are approximately 300 system-calls
! Any specific system-call is selected by its ID-

number (it’s placed into register %eax) 
! It would be inefficient to use if-else tests or 

even a switch-statement to transfer to the 
service-routine’s entry-point

! Instead an array of function-pointers is 
directly accessed (using the ID-number)

! This array is named ‘sys_call_table[]’  
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Assembly language (.data)
  .section .data
sys_call_table: 
  .long  sys_restart_syscall
  .long  sys_exit
  .long  sys_fork
  .long  sys_read
  .long  sys_write
  // …etc (from ‘arch/i386/kernel/entry.S’)
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The ‘jump-table’ idea

sys_restart_syscall

sys_exit

sys_fork

sys_read

sys_write

sys_open

sys_close

…etc…

sys_call_table
.section  .text0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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Assembly language (.text)
  .section .text
system_call:
 // copy parameters from registers onto stack…
  call sys_call_table(, %eax, 4)
  jmp ret_from_sys_call

ret_from_sys_call:
 // perform rescheduling and signal-handling…
  iret  // return to caller (in user-mode)
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Syscall Naming Convention
! Usually a library function “foo()” will do some 

work and then call a system call (“sys_foo()”)
! In Linux, all system calls begin with “sys_”
! Often “sys_foo()” just does some simple error 

checking and then calls a worker function 
named “do_foo()”
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Mode vs. Space
! Recall that an address space is the collection of valid addresses that 

a process can reference at any given time (0 … 4GB on a 32 bit 
processor)

! The kernel is a logically separate address space (separate code/
data) from all user processes

! Trapping to the kernel logically involves changing the address space 
(like a process context switch)

! Modern OSes use a trick to optimize system calls: every process 
gets at most 3GB of virtual addresses (0..3GB) and a copy of the 
kernel address space is mapped into *every* process address 
space (3..4GB)

! The kernel code is mapped but not accessible in user-mode so 
processes can only “see” the kernel code when they trap into the 
kernel and the mode bit is changed 

! Pros: save TLB flushes, make copying in/out of user space easy
! Cons: steals processor address space, limited kernel mapping
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User space

Kernel space

User-mode stack-area

Task’s code and data

Privilege-level 0

Privilege-level 3

kernel-mode stack

Shared runtime-libraries

Process Address Space
4 GB

3 GB

0 GB
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Syscall Return Codes
! Recall that library calls return -1 on error and 

place a specific error code in the global 
variable errno

! System calls return specific negative values 
to indicate an error
! Most system calls return -errno

! The library wrapper code is responsible for 
conforming the return values to the errno 
convention
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Syscall Parameters
! For simplicity and security, syscall parameters are passed in 

registers across the kernel boundary
! Also consistency with interrupts and exception handlers
! The first parameter is always the syscall #

! eax on Intel
! Linux allows up to six additional parameters

! ebx, ecx, edx, esi, edi, ebp on Intel
! System calls that require more parameters package the 

remaining params in a struct and pass a pointer to that struct as 
the sixth parameter

! Note that syscalls are C functions with asmlinkage because the 
syscall “interrupt handler” is written in assembly; it sets up the 
stack frame, copying parameters from registers to the stack and 
then calls the appropriate sys_ function
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Parameter Validation
! Checking every system call parameter when crossing the kernel 

barrier is too expensive and involves semantic knowledge about 
what each parameter is being used for

! Checking pointers would involve querying page tables
! Non-address pointers are explicitly checked
! Linux does a simple check for address pointers and only determines 

if pointer variables have values between 0 and PAGE_OFFSET 
(user space)

! Even if a pointer value passes this check, it is still quite possible that 
the specific value is unmapped (invalid)

! Dereferencing an invalid pointer in kernel code would normally be 
interpreted as a kernel bug and generate an Oops message on the 
console and kill the offending process

! Linux does something very sophisticated to avoid this situation
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Accessing User Space
Function Action

get_user(), __get_user() reads integer (1,2,4 bytes)

put_user(), __put_user() writes integer (1,2,4 bytes)

copy_from_user(), __copy_from_user copy a block from user space

copy_to_user(), __copy_to_user() copy a block to user space

strncpy_from_user(), 
__strncpy_from_user()

copies null-terminated string from user 
space

strnlen_user(), __strnlen_user() returns length of null-terminated string 
in user space

clear_user(), __clear_user() fills memory area with zeros
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Exception Tables
! Kernel code follows a simple convention: 

! all accesses to the user portion of a process address space are 
made by calling a small family of special function (e.g. 
get_user(), put_user())

! When the kernel is compiled, a table is generated of the 
addresses of all invocations of get_user() and put_user()

! Similar tables are created for every module
! When an exception (segfault) occurs in kernel code, the faulting 

address is looked up in the special exception tables
! If the faulting address is found in an exception table, that means 

this exception was caused by dereferencing an invalid parameter 
to a system call, and not a kernel bug!
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Fix-up Code
! If the kernel determines that an invalid access was 

made by dereferencing a bad system call parameter, 
instead of killing the process, the system call is 
terminated with an EINVAL error code

! The code that does this is called the “fix-up” code 
(see ULK Chapter 10 for gruesome details)

! ELF tricks help make this possible
! Whew!
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Syscall Wrapper Macros
! Generating the assembly code for trapping into the kernel is 

complex so Linux provides a set of macros to do this for you!
! There are seven macros with names _syscallN() where N is a 

digit between 0 and 6 and N corresponds to the number of 
parameters

! The macros are a bit strange and accept data types as 
parameters

! For each macro there are 2 + 2*N parameters; the first two 
correspond to the return type of syscall (usually long) and the 
syscall name; the remaining 2*N parameters are the type and 
name of each syscall parameter

! Example:
! long open(const char *filename, int flags, int mode);
! _syscall3(long, open, const char *, filename, int, flags, int, mode)
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Tracing System Calls
! Linux has a powerful mechanism for tracing system 

call execution for a compiled application
! Output is printed for each system call as it is 

executed, including parameters and return codes
! The ptrace() system call is used (same call used by 

debuggers for single-stepping applications)
! Use the “strace” command (man strace for info)
! You can trace library calls using the “ltrace” 

command
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Blocking System Calls
! System calls often block in the kernel (e.g. 

waiting for IO completion)
! When a syscall blocks, the scheduler is 

called and selects another process to run
! Linux distinguishes “slow” and “fast” syscalls:

! Slow: may block indefinitely (e.g. network read)
! Fast: should eventually return (e.g. disk read)

! Slow syscalls can be “interrupted” by the 
delivery of a signal (e.g. Control-C)
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Intel Fast System Calls
! Intel has a hardware optimization (sysenter) 

that provides an optimized system call 
invocation

! Read the gory details in ULK Chapter 10
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